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Abstract

Using tracking cookies and web beacons, online behavioral advertising uses code stored on machines to access users’ Internet
habits to customize advertisements and better market goods to consumers. This trend of tracking user movements has become
concerning because the technologies used reveal personal information about the user to companies. Users can become more
informed about the tracking technologies by visiting two websites that provide information about the trackers and give ways to
opt-out of tracking technologies. This article provides a historical overview of tracking technologies, analyzes AboutAds.info and
the online privacy tool Ghostery <ghostery.com>, theorizes what networked culture means in the 21st century, and closes with a
heuristic for educators to use in their classrooms for discussions about invisible digital identity on the web.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Strategically hidden inside our computers are files that track our movements on the web. Inside the files are long
strings of alphanumeric codes that do not reveal, on the surface, the kinds of personal information they contain.
Concealed inside the code, such personal data includes housing type, age, sex, income, spending habits, hobbies and
interests, items bought, items you’re interested in buying, if you’re traveling soon, and other data that may be fairly
revealing. We live in an age of invisible digital identities where companies track our demographic information, habits,
and online behaviors, and in some cases, sell this information to third-party companies for profit.

Interested in what my invisible digital identity consisted of and what tracking technologies had gathered about
my online identity, I turned to BlueKai, a “big data2” activation company that brands data for marketing purposes.
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Within their website, an option reveals consumers’ invisible digital identities by threading files from various tracking
technologies and illustrates how companies brand customers for customized web experiences.

The BlueKai Registry provided me with telling data about my surfing habits. It correctly identified the type of
housing I live in (an apartment), my age range, sex, income level, spending habits, that I contribute to charities,
that I will travel in greater than 21 days, the vehicle price-range of my car, and that I may want to buy concert
tickets in the near future. Granted, the data provided on the site masked more identifiable characteristics like my
name or housing address; however, the data diagrammed enough about my surfing habits to place me in certain
behavioral categories, which allowed for the type of segmentation marketing companies create to motivate me to click an
advertisement. All of this information came from the various tracking technologies embedded within the Firefox browser
I used.

As digital rhetoricians and digital writing instructors, we have been concerned with digital identity representation,
and rightly so, because we’ve focused our efforts on the types of data elements we can control, like developing
virtual professional identities and showing our students how to cultivate a healthy online presence. We have, in turn,
come to see our visible  digital identity as something we can somewhat regulate online. On the other hand, with each
click of a web page, we also have an invisible  digital identity constructed through third-party elements and tracking
technologies. I find this concerning, as with each click, fragments of our interests, habits, and demographics are stored,
collected, and—in some cases—sold. In the Web 2.0 and Web 3.0 eras, our invisible digital identity—constructed
through our consent of using web pages—is for sale. This trend of collecting and distributing fragments of our digital
identity has led me to think about the ways digital writing teachers ask students to get online, click around, and
use certain websites for course projects. Additionally, I wonder how we might better inform our students and each
other about the types of online writing environments they and we engage with on a daily basis. Hence, my goal
here is to share information about how our invisible  digital identities develop through third-party elements and sites
that track these elements to foster awareness among digital teachers and researchers. It is my hope that through
this material, educators can turn to teaching their students about the hidden files stored on their personal machines,
how companies use their personal data for online behavior advertising, and what actions students can take to limit
the farming of computer files of their surfing habits. This article argues that if educators ask students to dig into
digital spaces that use tracking technologies, then they also have some responsibility to teach students about invisible
digital identities, how to become more informed about digital tracking, and how to possibly opt-out of behavioral
marketing.

After all, discussions about visible digital identity and privacy are important to have with students. Scholarly essays
and chapters have provided digital researchers and teachers with a rich understanding of identity online connected
with social identity (Blackmon, 2003), developing digital identity with young women (Blair, Dietel-McLaughlin, &
Graupner-Hurley, 2010), sexual orientation associated with gaming and literacy (Alexander with McCoy, & Velez,
2007), and the limitations of templates driven by social media sites (Arola, 2010), but there are other issues at stake.
Talking about data collection and mining, digital and online surveillance, and various tracking technologies gives
teachers points to consider not only when designing a course using the web, but also when asking students to participate
in spaces that track their movements and collect user data. Accordingly, Jessica Reyman (2013) argued that we need to
educate not only our students, but also our colleagues and ourselves about how data information operates online and
how power differentials affect our digital spaces. Altogether, there are several issues at play with web use including
visible digital identities, but instructors also might turn their attention to the invisible  identities all web users have and
what those in turn might mean for digital writing instruction.

Considering that more people are on the Internet and using mobile technologies, we need further research into surveil-
lance and privacy along with the specific types of information tracking technologies collect about users. According to
a Nielson (2012) report on social media use, there were 204 million people connected to the Internet in the U.S. in
July 2012 along with over 95 million connected through mobile technologies; while the top social networking sites
are Facebook and Twitter, sites like WordPress and Wikia lead the top list in terms of engagement. With this many
people connected and with more wired classrooms, there is an obligation to discuss with our students not only the kinds
of digital identity and privacy that are somewhat controllable, but also the hundreds of companies that use tracking
technologies to capture data to better advertise products and how that shapes interactions on the web. In short, digital
surveillance matters. As digital writing instructors, we need to understand how companies use this data, especially
when, in the most egregious of cases, large data points reveal inaccurate information about people that in turn affect
their legal, medical, and financial lives—which has been a case with American Express negatively adjusting credit
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